Appendix 2 – Focus Group Questions
1. Describe your ideal learning environment.
2. Where to you go to study?
   - What do you like about those locations?
   - For places not in the library, are there attributes of those other locations which the library needs to include?
3. For the library, what don't you like? What would you change? How would you change it?
4. How would you assign/design the space?
5. Will you draw us a picture? [Floor plans of the HSCL’s existing space were available.]
6. What activities would you like to take place in the library or what study/learning activity do you NOT do in the library now that you would like to be able to do?
7. What can the library do to make it a better or more useful work/study area?
8. Is there anything about the arrangement of space across the three floors that could be improved?
9. What kinds of space, furnishings, technology, etc. do you need to do homework, create presentations? [As opposed to “studying.”]
10. Do you have any additional comments or suggestions related to the following:
    - Furnishings - seats, tables, work areas, lounge areas
    - Computers and technology
    - Study areas
    - Collaborative spaces
    - ADA work areas and technology
11. Are there services that are needed/desirable?
12. Are there computer programs/technology that are needed/desirable?